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ABSTRACT 
Classical interlacing for a Hermitian matrix A may be viewed as describing how 
many eigenvalues of *A must be captured by intervals determined by eigenvalues of a 
principal submatrix A of A. If the size A is small relative to that of A, then it may be 
that no eigenvalues of A are guaranteed to be in an interval determined by only a few 
consecutive eigenvalues of 6.’ Here, we generalize classical interlacing theorems by 
using singular values of off-diagonal blocks of A to construct extended intervals that 
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capture a larger number of eigenvalues of A. In the event that an appropriate 
off-diagonal block has low rank, the extended interval may be no wider, giving 
stronger statements than classical interlacing. The union of pairs of intervals is also 
discussed, and some applications of the ideas are mentioned. 0 Elsevier Science 
Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a Hermitian matrix A E M,(C), the classical interlacing inequalities 
(see e.g. [2, Section 4.31) may be viewed as saying that if A, < A, Q *.. < A, 
are the eigenvalues of A, then each interval [ Ai, Ai+ 1], i = 1,. . . , n - 1, 
contains a different eigenvalue of each (n - l)-by-(n - 1) principal subma- 
t$ of, A. The int$acing inequalities may also be viewed as saying th!t if 
A, < A, Q **a Q A,_, are the eigenyaltes of a principal submatrix A E 
M,_,(C) of A, then each interval [Ai, Ai+l], i = 1,. . . , n, - 2, co$ains a 
different eigenvalue of the full matrix. (The intervals ( - 03, A, ] and [A, _ 1, w> 
contain the other two eigenvalues of A.) In fact, if & < i, < *** < i,_, 
are the eigenvtlue: of a principal (n - P)-by-(n - p> submatrix of A, then 
the interval [ Ai, Aj], 0 < i 6 j < n - p, contains at least j - i - p + 1 
eigenvalues of A. However, this count may be nonpositive, meaning that 
there may be no eigenvalues of A in the interval. Our main result uses the 
singular values of a nonprincipal submatrix of A to extend such intervals so as 
to capture more eigenvalues of A in the extended interval. Because of the 
relationship between positivity of singular values and rank, our result provides 
convenient insights in the event that the matrix structure limits the rank of 
certain off-diagonal blocks. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
A few preliminaries are needed before the main result is stated., An 
immediate consequence of the Courant-Fischer theorem for singular values 
[2, 7.3.101 is the following observation about general matrices. 
LEMMA 1. The matrix A E IV,,,, n has k singular values less than or equal 
to 6 > 0 if and only if there exists a k-dimensional subspace, S G C” such 
that (lAxI Q 6 for all x E S, JIxIJz = 1. 
If A is Hermitian, then the singular values of A are the absolute values of 
the eigenvalues of A, so that Lemma 1 is also a statement about eigenvalues. 
Translation then yields the following fact for Hermitian matrices. 
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LEMMA 2. Let A E M, be Hermitiun, and let t E R. Given 6 > 0, there 
exists a k-dimensional subspace, S C_ C”, such that IKA - tZ)xlle < S for all 
x E S, IJx(Ig = 1, if and only if A has k eigenvalues in the interval [t - 6, t + 
61. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, there are k singular values of A - tZ less than or 
equal to 6 if and only if there is a k-dimensional space S for which 
IKA - tZ)x(lz Q 6 for all x E S, llxllz = 1. Since A - tZ is Hermitian (A is 
hermitian and t is real), its singular values are the values J Ai - t 1, in which 
A, < A, Q *** < A, are the eigenvalues of A. But then IAi - t I Q 6 for 
i =j,j + l,...,j +k-landsomej,lgj<n-k+l.Thismeanst- 
6 < A, < t + 6 for these values of i and there are k eigenvalues of A in the 
interval [t - 8, t + 61. ??
Before proceeding to the main result some notation is needed. For 
0#~,pcN={1,2,...,n),let A[cu,fi]bethesubmatrixof Alyingin 
the rows indexed by (Y and the columns indexed by p. Abbreviate A[ (Y, a I to 
A[ (~1. If A is Hermitian, the eigenvalues of A are denoted by A,( A) G 
A,( A) < ... < A,(A), and those of A[a] by A: < At G a** < AL,. Our 
main result uses the singular values crp 2 u,~ > *mm 3 a,:, of A[ (Y’, (~1 
(some of which are identically 0 if I a I > I a “I) to extend the intervals of the 
type discussed in the opening paragraph. In the event that uk* is 0, either 
because I a I is sufficiently larger than I a ‘1 or because A[ (Y ‘, LY I has suffi- 
ciently low rank, our extended interval reverts to a conventional interval 
between two (not necessarily consecutive) eigenvalues. Note that, since A is 
Hermitian, the nonzero singular values of A[ LY’, a] are the same as those of 
A[ (Y, CC]. 
Permutation similarity does not change the eigenvalues of A; therefore, 
for the theorems that follow, it will be assumed, without loss of generality, 
that cy = {l, 2, . . . , I a I). Also, let 
ts 
A; + A; Aj” - A; 
2 
,6= 2 for fived i <j < lal, 
and define the interval 
for 1 <k glcrl. 
Note that [t - 6, t + S ] is an interval used in classical interlacing, discussed 
above, and thus this interval must capture at least j - i - I a ‘1 + 1 eigenval- 
ues of A. The main result is: 
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THEOREM 1. Let A E M, be Hermitian, and let (Y c N. Then A has at 
least j - i - k + 2 eigenvalues in the inte_rual Z(i, j, k, a). 
Proof. Let xp, x:+1,. . .) x,? be an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of 
A[ (~1 corresponding to AZ? Q A,?+ 1 d **a < A,? respectively. Also, let 
wpJ&>....w;, be a set of (orthonormal) right singular vectors of 
A[ (Y’, (Y] corresponding to ak” > ukT1 > *** 3 a,:,. Define the subspace 
S G Cl”’ as 
s = span( xg, r,P,,, . . . ) xy) n spar+;, wk”+1,. . . , wp,,). 
Then dim S > (j - i + 1) + (Ial - k + 1) - 1~11 = j - i - k + 2. Note 
that y E S, II yll2 = 1, can be written as a linear combination of either the 
xa’s or the wp’s. That is, if y E S, ]I y]]s = 1, then 
y= i/? xa= fy,wg, 
p=i ’ ’ 
f: I/y2 = yfj lyq12 = 1. 
q=k p=i q=k 
A straightforward calculation using the second representation given above for 
y E S, ]]y]Is = 1 yields that IIA[cu”, alyll2 Q uka. Append zeros to y to 
obtain vectors of the form 
z= y [I 0 in C”, y E s, llzll2 = Ilyllz = 1. 
Then 
= II i Pp(“; - t)x; II ’ +,,A[C ~]y,,; p=i 2 
< i I/3pl”lA; - t12 + (u;)~ Q IA; - t12 + (c_$)’ 
p=i 
= s2 + ( c7kq2. 
The vectors 
Z- 
II 
Y 
0 ’ y E s, IIyll2 = 1 
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span a subspace s^ 5 C” that has dimension at least j - i - k + 2, and for 
which 
for any z E i, ]]zllz = 1. Th us, by Lemma 2, there are at least j - i - k + 2 
eigenvalues of A in the interval Z(i, j, k, a ). ??
Note that for I a I = n - 1, A[ a’, al is a row vector and aQa = 0. 
Classical interlacing is then the special case of Theorem 1 in which j = i + 1, 
Ial = n - 1, and k = 2. 
It is immediate from Theorem 1, since \Jw<S+o/ for 
1 < k < I a I, that there are at least j - i - k + 2 eigenvalues of A in the 
interval [A: - ak”, A; + uk” 1. This weaker statement can be proven using an 
application of classical perturbation theory and interlacing. There are two 
cases, lo’] > loI and ((~1 > ((~~1. For llycl B lo] let A[o, (~“1 = V*X,W be 
the singular-value decomposition of A[ a!, a “1 in which 
C, = [ Aag(up, . . . . a,:,) 01. 
Then the following similarity can be performed: 
From the result, deleting the k - 1 columns that contain ora, oz”, . . . , ck*_ 1 
(in C,) and the corresponding rows yields 
in which 
2, = [diag(uT,...,u,E,) 01. 
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The eigenvalues of B are the eigenvalues of A[ al together with those of 
A[ a”]. As a result, there are indices r and s such that A: = A,(B) and 
A; = h,(B). Then [A,? - oka, A; + ~~~1 = [A,(B) - ak”, A,(B) + q”]. 
Note that s - r > j - i, since the eigenvalues of A[ a ] may tot be grouped 
together as eigenvalues of B; there may be eig:nvalues of A[ a “1 between 
the eigenvalues A,(B) and A,(B). The matrix A is a perturbation of B in 
which the perturbation matrix C has eigenvalues f a4”, q = k, . . . , I al. 
Classical perturbation theory, for example Weyl’s inequalities [2, 4.3.11, then 
gives 
A,.(B) - sip d A,( i ) Q A,( A ) d A,(B) + ok”. 
Since i is a principal submatrix of a matrix similar to A, by classical 
interkcing there are at least s - r - k + 2 eigenvalues of A in the interval 
[A,(A), A,( A)]. Then there are at least as many eigenvalues of A in the 
larger interval [A,(B) - uk”, A,(B) + crk”]. But, since [A: - oka, A,? + oka] 
= [A,(B) - ok(l, A,(B) + uka] and s - r > j - i, there are certainly at least 
j - i - k + 2 eigenvalues of A in the interval [A: - UC, AT + ok*] (in fact, 
there are at least s - r - k + 2). 
For the case in which ) a 1 > ( a ‘1, if 1 Q k Q 1 a ‘1, the proof is analogous. 
If lo’] < k < Ial, then crka = 0 and the result follows from classical interlac- 
ing. This result is immediate from Theorem 1; however, we know of no direct 
way to achieve the stronger statement of Theorem 1 from the usual statement 
of interlacing. 
3. RANK DEFICIENT OFF-DIAGONAL BLOCKS 
If A is an irreducible Hermitian tridiagonal matrix, then A[cu”, (u], 
ff = {1,2,. . . , pl, contains exactly one nonzero entry, and uZa is zero, so 
that, by Theorem 1, [A:, A,P,,] contains at least i + 1 - i - 2 + 2 = 1 
eigenvalue of A. (By an auxiliary argument, special to the t&diagonal case, 
the closed intervals may actually be replaced by open intervals.) This well- 
known fact can be generalized to any matrix A in which A[ a’, a] is rank 
deficient. If rank A[ a’, (~1 = k, then uk”+ r is zero, and by Theorem 1, or 
careful application of classical interlacing as in the discussion above, the 
interval [A:, A,P; k] contains at least (i + k) - i - (k + 1) + 2 = 1 eigen- 
value of A. Thus, we have the following corollary to Theorem 1, which was 
also noted in [I]. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let A E M,(C) be Hermitian and let (Y c N. Zf 
rank A[ (Y ‘, (Y I = k, then there is at least one eigenvalue of A in the interval 
[A;, q+,l. 
As seen by the Weyl-inequality argument in Section 2, if rank A[ (Y’, (~1 
= k, then deletion of the last k rows and columns of A results in the direct 
sum 
VA[cr]V* 0 
0 A [a”] 1 
(since C is the 0 matrix). Corollary 1 then follows from usual interlacing. 
Recall that the term rank of a matrix is the minimum number of lines 
(rows or columns) of the matrix that cover all of its nonzero entries. It is a 
simple and classical fact [6] that the term rank is an upper bound for the 
actual rank. (It is tight in the sense that there are matrices, with the same 
zero pattern, whose rank is the term rank.) The term rank of A[ (Y ‘, a] is 
determined by the graph of A. For an n-by-n Hermitian matrix A, let G(A) 
be the graph on n vertices in which (i, j) is an edge of G( A) exactly when 
aij # 0. Then the term rank of A[oC, o] is simply the fewest vertices in 
G(A) to which all edges between the subgraphs induced by (Y and (Y’ are 
incident. For example, if these two parts (G( A[ (~1) and G( A[ ac])> of G(A) 
are connected by just one edge, then the term rank of A[ (Y’, a] is 1, but the 
term rank will also be 1 if all edges connecting G( A[ a]) to G( A[ (~‘1) are 
incident with just one vertex (in G( A[ cx’]) or G( A[ cr]), respectively); see 
Figure 1. Based upon this discussion, we may make several combinatorially 
based observations. 
GUI@) 
G (A Ia’1 1 
FIG. 1. 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose that A E M,(C) is Hermitian, (Y z N, and the 
term rank of A[ (Y’, (Y] is k. Then there is at least one eigenvalue of A in the 
interval [ A,?, A,?+ k 1. 
The special case k = 1 of Corollary 2 yields a large class of generalizations 
of the tridiagonal fact mentioned at the beginning of this section. In particu- 
lar, if G(A) is a tree T, there will be many choices of (Y that generalize the 
“half” of a path that gives the tridiagonal case. More generally, if G(A) is a 
tree T, identify any vertex v of T (degree v = p 2 2) as the root, and 
consider the branches B,, B,, . . . , B, of T emanating from v. Then, choose 
any proper partition (ir, i,, . . . , is] u {j,,j,, . . . ,j,} = {l, 2,. . . , p], and let 
cr be the vertices of B,,, Bi2,. . . , Bi together with v, so that crc is the 
vertices of Bjl, Bjp, . . . , Bjr. Then the’term rank of A[ (Y’, (w] is 1, and the 
interval [A:, A:+ 1] will contain an eigenvalue of A. Since a combinatorially 
symmetric matrix A E M,(R) f or which G(A) is a tree is diagonally similar 
to a symmetric matrix whose graph is the same tree, this discussion also 
applies to these non-Hermitian matrices. 
4. UNIONS OF TWO INTERVALS 
The discussion surrounding Theorem 1 considers only intervals formed by 
eigenvalues of the submatrix A[ (~1. Of course, Theorem 1 equally applies to 
intervals determined by eigenvalues of A[ (~“1. This leads naturally to the 
question: What about the union of two such intervals? If these two intervals 
are disjoint, their union will contain the sum of the estimated numbers of 
eigenvalues of A in them. If the intervals are not disjoint, however, there 
may be coincidence of eigenvalues, and the union may not contain the sum of 
the estimated numbers of eigenvalues of A. An example following the next 
theorem shows that, indeed, the union of the two intervals from Theorem 1 
may not capture the expected sum of the numbers of eigenvalues of A that 
the two intervals capture separately. However, if each interval is made slightly 
larger, then, regardless of whether or not the intervals are disjoint, their 
union contains the desired sum of the estimated numbers of eigenvalues of 
A. The two intervals [At - a,, A; + o&k] and [A,:’ - ok, Ai’ + ukl (in which 
ok = oka = sip”) constructed using eigenvalues from A[ a] and A[cu”], 
respectively, are generally larger than the Theorem 1 intervals. The Weyl-in- 
equality argument shows that there are at least jr - i, - k + 2 eigenvalues 
of A in the first interval and j, - i, - k + 2 eigenvalues of A in the second. 
Although the Weyl-inequality argument does not easily enumerate the eigen- 
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values of A in the union when the two intervals are not disjoint, the 
techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 may be used to show that the 
union of these two intervals contains at least j, +j, - (ii + ia> - 2k + 4 
eigenvalues of A whether or not the intervals are disjoint. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E M, be Hermitian, and let CY 5 N. Then 
[A; - @k, A; + qk] u [hzC - a,, A;’ + ck] 
contains at least j, + j, - (ir + ie) - 2k + 4 eigenvalues of A. Here ak 
denotes the k th singular value common to both A[ (Y’, (Y] and A[ (Y, (~“1. 
Proof. If the intervals [ A,‘: - ai,, A; + ok] and [At’ - a,, Ai' + gk] 
are disjoint, the conclusion is obviously true by Theorem 1 and the above 
comments. 
Suppose [At - a,, Aj9 + ukk] n [A;' - a,, A,;’ + rkk] # 0. Then 
1 Al’: - a,, A; + @k] U [A,‘,’ - @k > A;’ + ak ] = [ Amin - Ok > A,,, + @k] 
in which Amin = minIAt, At’], and A,,, = max{AIT, AITc}. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1, define 
S, = span( x;, x;+~, . . . , x;) n span(wr, wkgci, . . . , wpU,) 
and 
S, = span( x{‘, x$.,, . . . , xi’) n span(vc’, vrli,. . . , v;:,), 
in which x; <x;“> are eigenvectors of A[ cr] (A[ ac]) associated with Ap” 
(A;‘), and WY <v,“‘) are right singular vectors of A[ (Y’, (~1 (A[ (Y, (~“1). Recall 
that, for simplicity of notation, we have assumed (Y = {1,2, . . . , I al}. After 
embedding S, and S, in C” by appending zeros in the appropriate spots, we 
have (S, @ 0) n (0 @ S,) = 0. Let s^ = S, @ S,. Then dim S, >, j, - i, - k 
+ 2, dim S, > j, - i, - k + 2 as before, and dim S > (j, + j,) - (il + ia) 
-2k + 4. Let z E i, (Izl12 = 1. Then 
PlYl z = P2y2 ’ i I y1 E s,, yz E s,, IIyJl2 = IlyJz = 1, 
l pII2 + I P212 = 1, 
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and 
y1 = 2 ypax; = l-qwq”: > 
p=i, 9=k, 
laCl 
y2 = 2 y,“=/ = c /+qu=, 
P 
p=is 9=k2 
p=i1 q=k, p=i2 9=k, 
and 
Similarly, 
II(Ab”] - tZ)y& ok,,,, - t12 = S2 and llA[a, ac]y21); < uk’. 
Then 
II(A-tZ)zll~=I)(A[(~]--Z)(Plyl) +Ab,~Cl(P2Y2)11: 
+l)(A[d] -tZ)(P,y2) +Ab”d~~1~1)lI~ 
Q (IP1ll[(A[~] - tZ> ~1112 + IPz&+ “‘1~2112j’ 
+{I ,&I/[( A[aC1 - tZ> ~2112 + 1 Pd Ab”, “1Yd2}2 
=G (I&l 14n,x - ti + 1 &lak)2 + (1 k&l l&a, - d + l &l”k)’ 
= 14nax - t12 + 41 PII I &I IJ&, - tlq + 4 
d IL, - t12 + 2lA,,, - tlq + ok” = (IA,,, - tl + +)2. 
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Thus, IKA - tZ)z]]p Q 6 + ok for any z E i, ](zl]s = 1. By Lemma 2, there 
are at least (j, +j,) - (il + is) - 2k + 4 eigenvalues of A in the interval 
An example will illustrate that the two-interval statement in Theorem 2 
cannot be as tight as the union of the two smaller intervals in Theorem 1. The 
eigenvalues of 
1 1 1 
J= [ 1 1 1 1 1 1  
are 0, 0, and 3. By Theorem 1, the interval I( 1, 1, 1, { 1)) = [l - fi, 1 + \l;z] 
captures at least one eigenvalue of J, whereas Z(1,2,1, {2,3]) = [l - a,1 + 
61 captures at least two eigenvalues of J. However, the union of the 
Theorem 1 intervals, 
~(l,l,l,pj) u 1(1,2,1,{2,3)) = 11 - Kl + fib 
captures only the two 0 eigenvalues of 1. Note that the interval given in 
Theorem 2 is 
which does capture all three eigenvalues of J. Thus, a larger interval, such as 
in Theorem 2, is necessary to capture the j, + j, - (il + i,) - 2 k + 4 = 3 
eigenvalues of J. This shows that Theorem 2 cannot be improved to the 
union of the smaller intervals in Theorem 1. 
5. APPLICATION 
The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 can be used to give an 
elementary proof of the sufficiency of the optimal inclusion intervals at- 
tributed to Lehmann [4]. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A E M,(C) be Hermitian, (Y c N, ((~1 = k, and let 
x E R and 0 < j < k be given. Then an interval of the form [x - 6, x + 6 ] 
that contains j eigenvalues of A is given by 
a = gk-j+l(B) with B = A[a] --xl [ 1 A[&+] ’ 
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that x = 0 (the general case 
follows by translation). Let the eigenvalues of A be ordered so that A; > At 
. . . >A2 andlet v v~,..., 
s~onding ;o 
I.+ 
g,(B), gs( B), . . . 
be the right singular vectors of B corre- 
, mk,(B), respectively. Then define S = 
span{vk_j+r,. . . , vJ and 
z= II ; EC”, y E s, II yllz = 1 
so that AZ = By. The Courant-Fischer min-max conditions for eigenvalues 
[2, Theorem 4.2.111 and singular values [2, Theorem 7.3.101 give 
The middle inequality follows because S has dimension j, so that S @ O,_, 
is a candidate for W. Therefore, there are at least j eigenvahres of A in the 
interval[-ak_j+l(B), ok-j+l @)I. ??
Note that the number 6 does not depend on A[ CY”], and the interval may 
be determined whether or not A[ ac] is known. According to [5], Lehmann 
has further shown that this value of S is the smallest one for which j 
eigenvalues are captured, independent of A[ ac]. 
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